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Uniquely well suited for teaching, this innovative text-reader strengthens students’ critical thinking skills, sparks classroom discussion, and
also provides a comprehensive and accessible understanding of gentrification.
Updated to reflect the most current thinking on urban studies, this new edition of "The Blackwell City Reader" brings together a wide range of
essential readings relating to the analysis and experience of cities across the globe. Selections are carefully gathered from a variety of
academic disciplines ranging from architecture, sociology, and literature to cultural studies, philosophy, and even psychoanalysis to provide
the most diverse perspectives and in-depth coverage of the field. The new edition incorporates major developments in the study of
materialities and mobilities, two areas at the heart of many contemporary debates; it also features enhanced coverage on non-Western cities
that reflect recent growth trends, especially in Asia, China, and India, making it the most international reader of its kind. "The Blackwell City
Reader, Second Edition" combines established and novel readings from a wide range of theoretical perspectives and geographical locales to
provide an indispensable source for the most up-to-date thinking on cities of today and tomorrow.
Gentrification, a process of class neighbourhood upgrading, is being identified in a broader range of urban contexts throughout the world.
This book throws new light and evidence to bear on a subject that deeply divides commentators on its worth and social costs given its ability
to physically improve areas but also to displace indigenous inhabitants. Gentrification in a Global Perspective brings together the most recent
theoretical and empirical research on gentrification at a global scale. Each author gives an overview of gentrification in their country so that
each chapter retains a unique approach but tackles a common theme within a shared framework. The main feature of the book is a critical
and well-written set of chapters on a process that is currently undergoing a resurgence of interest and one that shows no sign of abating.
Thoroughly revised, updated, and expanded, The SAGE Encyclopedia of Business Ethics and Society, Second Edition explores current
topics, such as mass social media, cookies, and cyber-attacks, as well as traditional issues including accounting, discrimination,
environmental concerns, and management. The new edition also includes an in-depth examination of current and recent ethical affairs, such
as the dangerous work environments of off-shore factories for Western retailers, the negligence resulting in the 2010 BP oil spill, the gender
wage gap, the minimum wage debate and increasing income disparity, and the unparalleled level of debt in the U.S. and other countries with
the challenges it presents to many societies and the considerable impact on the ethics of intergenerational wealth transfers. Key Features
Include: Seven volumes, available in both electronic and print formats, contain more than 1,200 signed entries by significant figures in the
field Cross-references and suggestions for further readings to guide students to in-depth resources Thematic Reader's Guide groups related
entries by general topics Index allows for thorough browse-and-search capabilities in the electronic edition
How we lost control of the internet--and how to win it back. The internet has become a battleground. Although it was unlikely to live up to the
hype and hopes of the 1990s, only the most skeptical cynics could have predicted the World Wide Web as we know it today: commercial,
isolating, and full of, even fueled by, bias. This was not inevitable. The Gentrification of the Internet argues that much like our cities, the
internet has become gentrified, dominated by the interests of business and capital rather than the interests of the people who use it. Jessa
Lingel uses the politics and debates of gentrification to diagnose the massive, systemic problems blighting our contemporary internet:
erosions of privacy and individual ownership, small businesses wiped out by wealthy corporations, the ubiquitous paywall. But there are still
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steps we can take to reclaim the heady possibilities of the early internet. Lingel outlines actions that internet activists and everyday users can
take to defend and secure more protections for the individual and to carve out more spaces of freedom for the people--not
businesses--online.
Does gentrification destroy diversity? Or does it thrive on it? Boston’s South End, a legendary working-class neighborhood with the largest
Victorian brick row house district in the United States and a celebrated reputation for diversity, has become in recent years a flashpoint for the
problems of gentrification. It has born witness to the kind of rapid transformation leading to pitched battles over the class and race politics
throughout the country and indeed the contemporary world. This subtle study of a storied urban neighborhood reveals the way that uppermiddle-class newcomers have positioned themselves as champions of diversity, and how their mobilization around this key concept has
reordered class divisions rather than abolished them.
Gentrifier opens up a new conversation about gentrification, one that goes beyond the statistics and the clichés, and examines different sides
of a controversial, deeply personal issue. In this lively yet rigorous book, John Joe Schlichtman, Jason Patch, and Marc Lamont Hill take a
close look at the socioeconomic factors and individual decisions behind gentrification and their implications for the displacement of lowincome residents. Drawing on a variety of perspectives, the authors present interviews, case studies, and analysis in the context of recent
scholarship in such areas as urban sociology, geography, planning, and public policy. As well, they share accounts of their first-hand
experience as academics, parents, and spouses living in New York City, San Diego, Chicago, Philadelphia, and Providence. With unique
insight and rare candour, Gentrifier challenges readers' current understandings of gentrification and their own roles within their
neighborhoods. A foreword by Peter Marcuse opens the volume.
Winner, 2021 Glenda Laws Award given by the American Association of Geographers The first lesbian and queer historical geography of
New York City Over the past few decades, rapid gentrification in New York City has led to the disappearance of many lesbian and queer
spaces, displacing some of the most marginalized members of the LGBTQ+ community. In A Queer New York, Jen Jack Gieseking highlights
the historic significance of these spaces, mapping the political, economic, and geographic dispossession of an important, thriving community
that once called certain New York neighborhoods home. Focusing on well-known neighborhoods like Greenwich Village, Park Slope, BedfordStuyvesant, and Crown Heights, Gieseking shows how lesbian and queer neighborhoods have folded under the capitalist influence of white,
wealthy gentrifiers who have ultimately failed to make room for them. Nevertheless, they highlight the ways lesbian and queer communities
have succeeded in carving out spaces—and lives—in a city that has consistently pushed its most vulnerable citizens away. Beautifully written,
A Queer New York is an eye-opening account of how lesbians and queers have survived in the face of twenty-first century gentrification and
urban development.
What is social control? How do social controls become part of everyday life? What role does the criminal justice system play in exerting
control? Is the diagnosis and treatment of mental illness a form of social control? Do we need more social controls to prevent terrorist
atrocities? In this clear and engaging new book, James J. Chriss carefully guides readers through the debates about social control. The book
provides a comprehensive guide to historical debates and more recent controversies, examining in detail the criminal justice system,
medicine, everyday life, and national security. Assuming no specialist knowledge on the part of readers, he uses a rich range of
contemporary examples to illustrate the ways in which social control is exerted and maintained. He discusses events such as the terrorist
attacks in London and New York, racial profiling, the use of surveillance cameras, urban ghettos, and the diagnosis of conditions like ADHD.
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Social Control will be essential reading for students taking courses in deviance and social control, and will also appeal to those studying
criminology, the sociology of law and medical sociology.

Illustrated by a range of case studies of affordable housing options in Canada, this book examines the liveability and
affordability of twenty-first-century residential architecture. Focussing on the architects’ and communities’ commitment
to these housing programmes, as well as that of the private building sector, it stresses the importance of the context of
the neighbourhoods in which they are placed, which are either in the process of urban transition or already gentrified. In
doing so, the book shows how, and to what extent, twenty-first-century dwelling architecture developments can help to
create an integrated sense of community, diminish social and demographic exclusions in a neighbourhood and
incorporate people’s desires as to what their buildings should look like. This book shows that there are significant
architectural projects that help to meet the needs and desires of low- to middle-income households as well as
homeowners, and that gentrification does not necessarily lead to the displacement of low-income families and singles if
housing policies such as those highlighted in this book are put into place. Moreover, the migration of the middle class can
result in a healthy mix of classes out of which everyone can enjoy a peaceful and habitable coexistence.
This first textbook on the topic of gentrification is written for upper-level undergraduates in geography, sociology, and
planning. The gentrification of urban areas has accelerated across the globe to become a central engine of urban
development, and it is a topic that has attracted a great deal of interest in both academia and the popular press.
Gentrification presents major theoretical ideas and concepts with case studies, and summaries of the ideas in the book
as well as offering ideas for future research.
Ambitious projects to modernize European capital cities emerged in the second half of the nineteenth century. The need
for urban planning and urban expansion in European cities resulted from industrialization, modernization and economic
development that created huge waves of immigration from rural areas into cities. These social and economic changes
also laid the infrastructure for the mass tourism that would follow later. This comprehensive collection investigates the
interrelationship between urban planning and tourism consumption in European cities, and its evolvement and transition
over time. The authors focus on different cases of urban planning and tourism consumption in a range of European cities
– Berlin, Paris, Vienna, Barcelona, Lisbon, Prague, Budapest and Skopje. In addition to being political and cultural
capitals, these cities are also places where ordinary people live and work. This book addresses questions and concerns
regarding the social and economic carrying capacity of these capital cities due to the growing intensity and volume of
tourism. This book will be of interest to students, researchers and professionals in the fields of urban planning and
tourism geography. It was originally published as a special issue of the journal Tourism Geographies.
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This popular text mixes the best classic theory and research on urban politics with the most recent developments in
urban and metropolitan affairs. Its very balanced and realistic approach helps students to understand the nature of urban
politics and the difficulty of finding effective solutions in a suburban and global age. The eighth edition provides a
comprehensive review and analysis of urban policy under the Obama administration and brand new coverage of
sustainable urban development. A new chapter on globalization and its impact on cities brings the history of urban
development up to date, and a focus on the politics of local economic development underscores how questions of
economic development have come to dominate the local arena. The eighth edition is significantly shorter than previous
editions, and the entire text has been thoroughly rewritten to engage students. Boxed case studies of prominent recent
and current urban development efforts provide material for class discussion, and concluding material demonstrates the
tradeoff between more ideal and more pragmatic urban politics.
This book concludes a trilogy that began with Intelligent Cities: Innovation, Knowledge Systems and digital spaces
(Routledge 2002) and Intelligent Cities and Globalisation of Innovation Networks (Routledge 2008). Together these
books examine intelligent cities as environments of innovation and collaborative problem-solving. In this final book, the
focus is on planning, strategy and governance of intelligent cities. Divided into three parts, each section elaborates upon
complementary aspects of intelligent city strategy and planning. Part I is about the drivers and architectures of the spatial
intelligence of cities, while Part II turns to planning processes and discusses top-down and bottom-up planning for
intelligent cities. Cities such as Amsterdam, Manchester, Stockholm and Helsinki are examples of cities that have used
bottom-up planning through the gradual implementation of successive initiatives for regeneration. On the other hand,
Living PlanIT, Neapolis in Cyprus, and Saudi Arabia intelligent cities have started with the top-down approach, setting up
urban operating systems and common central platforms. Part III focuses on intelligent city strategies; how cities should
manage the drivers of spatial intelligence, create smart environments, mobilise communities, and offer new solutions to
address city problems. Main findings of the book are related to a series of models which capture fundamental aspects of
intelligent cities making and operation. These models consider structure, function, planning, strategies toward intelligent
environments and a model of governance based on mobilisation of communities, knowledge architectures, and
innovation cycles.
This is the first book in Polity's new 'Urban Futures' series. At the beginning of the twenty-first century, proclamations
rang out that gentrification had gone global. But what do we mean by 'gentrification' today? How can we compare
'gentrification' in New York and London with that in Shanghai, Johannesburg, Mumbai and Rio de Janeiro? This book
argues that gentrification is one of the most significant and socially unjust processes affecting cities worldwide today, and
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one that demands renewed critical assessment. Drawing on the 'new' comparative urbanism and writings on planetary
urbanization, the authors undertake a much-needed transurban analysis underpinned by a critical political economy
approach. Looking beyond the usual gentrification suspects in Europe and North America to non-Western cases, from
slum gentrification to mega-displacement, they show that gentrification has unfolded at a planetary scale, but it has not
assumed a North to South or West to East trajectory – the story is much more complex than that. Rich with empirical
detail, yet wide-ranging, Planetary Gentrification unhinges, unsettles and provincializes Western notions of urban
development. It will be invaluable to students and scholars interested in the future of cities and the production of a truly
global urban studies, and equally importantly to all those committed to social justice in cities.
In this new volume, Michael A. Pagano curates essays focusing on the neighborhood's role in urban policy solutions. The
papers emerged from dynamic discussions among policymakers, researchers, public intellectuals, and citizens at the
2014 UIC Urban Forum. As the writers show, the greater the city, the more important its neighborhoods and their
distinctions. The topics focus on sustainable capital and societal investments in people and firms at the neighborhood
level. Proposed solutions cover a range of possibilities for enhancing the quality of life for individuals, households, and
neighborhoods. These include everything from microenterprises to factories; from social spaces for collective and social
action to private facilities; affordable housing and safety to gated communities; and from neighborhood public education
to cooperative, charter, and private schools. Contributors: Andy Clarno, Teresa Córdova, Nilda Flores-González, Pedro
A. Noguera, Alice O'Connor, Mary Pattillo, Janet Smith, Nik Theodore, Elizabeth S. Todd-Breland, Stephanie Truchan,
and Rachel Weber.
It is now over 50 years since the term ‘gentrification’ was first coined by the British urbanist Ruth Glass in 1964, in which
time gentrification studies has become a subject in its own right. This Handbook, the first ever in gentrification studies, is
a critical and authoritative assessment of the field. Although the Handbook does not seek to rehearse the classic
literature on gentrification from the 1970s to the 1990s in detail, it is referred to in the new assessments of the field
gathered in this volume. The original chapters offer an important dialogue between existing theory and new
conceptualisations of gentrification for new times and new places, in many cases offering novel empirical evidence.
This popular text mixes classic theory and research on urban politics with the most recent developments and data in
urban and metropolitan affairs. Its balanced and realistic approach helps students understand the nature of urban politics
and the difficulty of finding effective "solutions" in a suburban and global age. The ninth edition has been thoroughly
rewritten and updated with a continued focus on economic development and race, plus renewed attention to
globalization, gentrification, and changing demographics. Boxed case studies of prominent recent and current urban
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development efforts provide material for class discussion, and concluding material demonstrates the tradeoff between
more "ideal" and more "pragmatic" urban politics. Key changes in this edition include: Every chapter has been thoroughly
updated and rewritten. The Ninth Edition reflects the most current census data and the newest trends in such areas as
the "new immigration," suburbanization, gentrification, and big-city revivals; There is coverage of the big-city pension
crisis and politics in Stockton, Detroit, and other cities facing possible bankruptcy; A brand-new opening chapter
introduces the concepts of the Global City, the Entertainment City, and the Bankrupt City; New photos and boxes appear
throughout the book; Increased coverage of policies for sustainable urban development.
This book raises the issue of the practice of patrimonial power with a focus on habitations, particularly in the urban areas of Indonesia. An
assemblage of interdisciplinary studies within the framework of environmental humanities, covering the arts, architecture, urban studies,
geography, cultural anthropology, and sociology, this multifaceted framework divulges the interactive connectivity between Indonesia’s
patrimonial culture and the socio-culturally constructed system of habitation. The interdisciplinary study of the pertinent practices of
patrimonial power that have been represented and been manifested by various political and traditional regimes in terms of the built
environment and habitation in Indonesia contributes to a new understanding of Indonesian urban spatial development, from the pre-colonial
era to the present. The book poses that in order to understand the politics of Indonesia, one must understand the culture and tradition of the
political leadership of the country. The author presents such an understanding in exploring and unpacking the relationship between people
and place that constructs, develops, sustains, and conserves Indonesian culture and traditions of habitation. This book is of interest to
graduate scholars and researchers in Asian Studies in numerous disciplines, including urban studies, urban planning and design, political
science, architecture, anthropology of space, public administration, and political philosophy.
Once known for slum-like conditions in its immigrant and working-class neighborhoods, New York City's downtown now features luxury
housing, chic boutiques and hotels, and, most notably, a vibrant nightlife culture. While a burgeoning bar scene can be viewed as a positive
sign of urban transformation, tensions lurk beneath, reflecting the social conflicts within postindustrial cities. Upscaling Downtown examines
the perspectives and actions of disparate social groups who have been affected by or played a role in the nightlife of the Lower East Side,
East Village, and Bowery. Using the social world of bars as windows into understanding urban development, Richard Ocejo argues that the
gentrifying neighborhoods of postindustrial cities are increasingly influenced by upscale commercial projects, causing significant conflicts for
the people involved. Ocejo explores what community institutions, such as neighborhood bars, gain or lose amid gentrification. He considers
why residents continue unsuccessfully to protest the arrival of new bars, how new bar owners produce a nightlife culture that attracts visitors
rather than locals, and how government actors, including elected officials and the police, regulate and encourage nightlife culture. By focusing
on commercial newcomers and the residents who protest local changes, Ocejo illustrates the contested and dynamic process of
neighborhood growth. Delving into the social ecosystem of one emblematic section of Manhattan, Upscaling Downtown sheds fresh light on
the tensions and consequences of urban progress.
A Time 100 Must-Read Book of 2020 - A New York Times Book Review Editors' Choice - Named a top 30 must-read Book of 2020 by the
New York Post - Named one of the 10 Best Business Books of 2020 by Fortune - Named A Must-Read Book of 2020 by Apartment Therapy Page 6/12
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Runner-Up General Nonfiction: San Francisco Book Festival - A Planetizen Top Urban Planning Book of 2020 - Shortlisted for the Goddard
Riverside Stephan Russo Book Prize for Social Justice "Tells the story of housing in all its complexity." --NPR Spacious and affordable
homes used to be the hallmark of American prosperity. Today, however, punishing rents and the increasingly prohibitive cost of ownership
have turned housing into the foremost symbol of inequality and an economy gone wrong. Nowhere is this more visible than in the San
Francisco Bay Area, where fleets of private buses ferry software engineers past the tarp-and-plywood shanties of the homeless. The adage
that California is a glimpse of the nation's future has become a cautionary tale. With propulsive storytelling and ground-level reporting, New
York Times journalist Conor Dougherty chronicles America's housing crisis from its West Coast epicenter, peeling back the decades of
history and economic forces that brought us here and taking readers inside the activist movements that have risen in tandem with housing
costs.
Across the globe, from established tourist destinations such as Venice or Prague to less traditional destinations in both the global North and
South, there is mounting evidence that points to an increasing politicization of the topic of urban tourism. In some cities, residents and other
stakeholders take issue with the growth of tourism as such, as well as the negative impacts it has on their cities; while in others, particular
forms and effects of tourism are contested or deplored. In numerous settings, contestations revolve less around tourism itself than around
broader processes, policies and forces of urban change perceived to threaten the right to ‘stay put’, the quality of life or identity of existing
urban populations. This book for the first time looks at urban tourism as a source of contention and dispute and analyses what type of
conflicts and contestations have emerged around urban tourism in 16 cities across Europe, North America, South America and Asia. It
explores the various ways in which community groups, residents and other actors have responded to – and challenged – tourism
development in an international and multi-disciplinary perspective. The title links the largely discrete yet interconnected disciplines of ‘urban
studies’ and ‘tourism studies’ and draws on approaches and debates from urban sociology; urban policy and politics; urban geography;
urban anthropology; cultural studies; urban design and planning; tourism studies and tourism management. This ground breaking volume
offers new insight into the conflicts and struggles generated by urban tourism and will be of interest to students, researchers and academics
from the fields of tourism, geography, planning, urban studies, development studies, anthropology, politics and sociology.
In The Divided City, urban practitioner and scholar Alan Mallach presents a detailed picture of what has happened over the past 15 to 20
years in industrial cities like Pittsburgh and Baltimore, as they have undergone unprecedented, unexpected revival. He spotlights these
changes while placing them in their larger economic, social and political context. Most importantly, he explores the pervasive significance of
race in American cities, and looks closely at the successes and failures of city governments, nonprofit entities, and citizens as they have tried
to address the challenges of change. The Divided City concludes with strategies to foster greater equality and opportunity, firmly grounding
them in the cities' economic and political realities.
By drawing together widely dispersed yet central writings, the Berlin Reader is an essential resource for everyone interested in urban
development in one of the most interesting and important metropolises in Europe. It provides scholars as well as students, journalists and
visitors with an overview of the most central discussions on the tremendous changes Berlin experienced since the fall of the wall. It covers a
wide range of issues, including inner city renewal, housing and the local economy, gentrification and other urban conflicts. The book breaks
ground in two dimensions: first, by offering also non-German speakers an insight into the very controversial debates after reunification, and,
second, by highlighting the ambivalent consequences of Berlin's urban transformation in the past decades.
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How we lost control of the internet—and how to win it back. The internet has become a battleground. Although it was unlikely to live up to the
hype and hopes of the 1990s, only the most skeptical cynics could have predicted the World Wide Web as we know it today: commercial,
isolating, and full of, even fueled by, bias. This was not inevitable. The Gentrification of the Internet argues that much like our cities, the
internet has become gentrified, dominated by the interests of business and capital rather than the interests of the people who use it. Jessa
Lingel uses the politics and debates of gentrification to diagnose the massive, systemic problems blighting our contemporary internet:
erosions of privacy and individual ownership, small businesses wiped out by wealthy corporations, the ubiquitous paywall. But there are still
steps we can take to reclaim the heady possibilities of the early internet. Lingel outlines actions that internet activists and everyday users can
take to defend and secure more protections for the individual and to carve out more spaces of freedom for the people—not businesses—online.
The Affordable Housing Reader brings together classic works and contemporary writing on the themes and debates that have animated the
field of affordable housing policy as well as the challenges in achieving the goals of policy on the ground. The Reader – aimed at professors,
students, and researchers – provides an overview of the literature on housing policy and planning that is both comprehensive and
interdisciplinary. It is particularly suited for graduate and undergraduate courses on housing policy offered to students of public policy and city
planning. The Reader is structured around the key debates in affordable housing, ranging from the conflicting motivations for housing policy,
through analysis of the causes of and solutions to housing problems, to concerns about gentrification and housing and race. Each debate is
contextualized in an introductory essay by the editors, and illustrated with a range of texts and articles. Elizabeth Mueller and Rosie Tighe
have brought together for the first time into a single volume the best and most influential writings on housing and its importance for planners
and policy-makers.
Flint, Michigan, is widely seen as Detroit s Detroit: the perfect embodiment of a ruined industrial economy and a shattered American dream.
In this deeply researched book, Andrew Highsmith gives us the first full-scale history of Flint, showing that the Vehicle City has always seen
demolition as a tool of progress. During the 1930s, officials hoped to renew the city by remaking its public schools into racially segregated
community centers. After the war, federal officials and developers sought to strengthen the region by building subdivisions in Flint s
segregated suburbs, while GM executives and municipal officials demolished urban factories and rebuilt them outside the city. City leaders
later launched a plan to replace black neighborhoods with a freeway and new factories. Each of these campaigns, Highsmith argues, yielded
an ever more impoverished city and a more racially divided metropolis. By intertwining histories of racial segregation, mass suburbanization,
and industrial decline, Highsmith gives us a deeply unsettling look at urban-industrial America."
With disappearing music venues, and arts and culture communities at constant risk of displacement in our urban centers, the preservation of
intangible cultural heritage is of growing concern to global cities. This book addresses the role and protection of intangible cultural heritage in
the urban context. Using the methodology of Urban Legal Anthropology, the author provides an ethnographic account of the civic effort of
Toronto to become a Music City from 2014-18 in the context of redevelopment and gentrification pressures. Through this, the book elucidates
the problems cities like Toronto have in equitably protecting intangible cultural heritage and what can be done to address this. It also
evaluates the engagement that Toronto and other cities have had with international legal frameworks intended to protect intangible cultural
heritage, as well as potential counterhegemonic uses of hegemonic legal tools. Understanding urban intangible cultural heritage and the
communities of people who produce it is of importance to a range of actors, from urban developers looking to formulate livable and
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sustainable neighbourhoods, to city leaders looking for ways in which their city can flourish, to scholars and individuals concerned with
equitability and the right to the city. This book is the beginning of a conservation about what is important for us to protect in the city for future
generations beyond built structures, and the role of intangible cultural heritage in the creation of full and happy lives. The book is of interest to
legal and sociolegal readers, specifically those who study cities, cultural heritage law, and legal anthropology.
This edited volume is the sixth publication of the series "Rural areas: Issues of local and regional development". It aims at intensifying
scholarly exchange on topical questions of social, political, economic and landscape-related transformations of rural areas in Germany and
Europe. Europe is a meaningful frame and research topic for rural geography. This edited volume assembles 14 contributions from various
countries that shed light on the variety, as well as the differences and commonalities of rural regions in Europe. The volume aims at initiating
general reflections about common development mechanisms and structures in the European context in contrast with specific national
conditions and path dependencies. By assembling both regional and country case studies as well as cross-national comparisons, the
anthology provides a sound basis for future European research in rural geography. It pleads for more cross-national and comparative
approaches.
In The Making of a Teenage Service Class, Ranita Ray uncovers the pernicious consequences of focusing on risk behaviors such as drug
use, gangs, violence, and teen parenthood as the key to ameliorating poverty. Ray recounts the three years she spent with sixteen poor black
and brown youth, documenting their struggles to balance school and work while keeping commitments to family, friends, and lovers. Hunger,
homelessness, untreated illnesses, and long hours spent traveling between work, school, and home disrupted their dreams of upward
mobility. While families, schools, nonprofit organizations, academics, and policy makers stress risk behaviors in their efforts to end the cycle
of poverty, Ray argues that this strategy reinforces class and racial hierarchies and diverts resources that could better support marginalized
youth’s efforts to reach their educational and occupational goals.
Drawing on a rich diversity of theoretical approaches and analytical strategies, urban geographers have been at the forefront of
understanding the global and local processes shaping cities, and of making sense of the urban experiences of a wide variety of social groups.
Through their links with those working in the fields of urban policy design, urban geographers have also played an important role in the
analysis of the economic and social problems confronting cities. Capturing the diversity of scholarship in the field of urban geography, this
reader presents a stimulating selection of articles and excerpts by leading figures. Organized around seven themes, it addresses the
changing economic, social, cultural, and technological conditions of contemporary urbanization and the range of personal and public
responses. It reflects the academic importance of urban geography in terms of both its theoretical and empirical analysis as well as its applied
policy relevance, and features extensive editorial input in the form of general, section and individual extract introductions. Bringing together in
one volume 'classic' and contemporary pieces of urban geography, studies undertaken in the developed and developing worlds, and
examples of theoretical and applied research, it provides in a convenient, student-friendly format, an unparalleled resource for those studying
the complex geographies of urban areas.
The intersection of food and immigration in North America, from the macroscale of national policy to the microscale of immigrants' lived, daily
foodways. This volume considers the intersection of food and immigration at both the macroscale of national policy and the microscale of
immigrant foodways—the intimate, daily performances of identity, culture, and community through food. Taken together, the chapters—which
range from an account of the militarization of the agricultural borderlands of Yuma, Arizona, to a case study of Food Policy Council in
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Vancouver, Canada—demonstrate not only that we cannot talk about immigration without talking about food but also that we cannot talk about
food without talking about immigration. The book investigates these questions through the construct of the immigrant-food nexus, which
encompasses the constantly shifting relationships of food systems, immigration policy, and immigrant foodways. The contributors, many of
whom are members of the immigrant communities they study, write from a range of disciplines. Three guiding themes organize the chapters:
borders—cultural, physical, and geopolitical; labor, connecting agribusiness and immigrant lived experience; and identity narratives and
politics, from “local food” to “dietary acculturation.” Contributors Julian Agyeman, Alison Hope Alkon, FernandoJ. Bosco, Kimberley Curtis,
Katherine Dentzman, Colin Dring, Sydney Giacalone, Phoebe Godfrey, Sarah D. Huang, Maryam Khojasteh, Jillian Linton, Pascale JoassartMarcelli, Samuel C. H. Mindes, Laura-Anne Minkoff-Zern, Christopher Neubert, Fabiola Ortiz Valdez, Victoria Ostenso, Catarina Passidomo,
Mary Beth Schmid, Sea Sloat, Dianisi Torres, Kat Vang, Hannah Wittman, Sarah Wood
Gentrification remains a subject of heated debate in the public realm as well as scholarly and policy circles. This Reader brings together the
classic writings and contemporary literature that has helped to define the field, changed the direction of how it is studied and illustrated the
points of conflict and consensus that are distinctive of gentrification research. Covering everything from the theories of gentrification through
to analysis of state-led policies and community resistance to those polices, this is an unparalleled collection of influential writings on a
contentious contemporary issue. With insightful commentary from the editors, who are themselves internationally renowned experts in the
field, this is essential reading for students of urban planning, geography, urban studies, sociology and housing studies.
DIY House Shows and Music Venues in the US is an interdisciplinary study of house concerts and other types of DIY ("do- it- yourself") music
venues and events in the United States, such as warehouses, all- ages clubs, and guerrilla shows, with its primary focus on West Coast
American DIY locales. It approaches the subject not only through a cultural analysis of sound and discourse, as it is common in popular
music studies, but primarily through an ethnographic examination of place, space, and community. Focusing on DIY houses, music venues,
social spaces, and local and translocal cultural geographies, the author examines how American DIY communities constitute themselves in
relation to their social and spatial environment. The ethnographic approach shows the inner workings of American DIY culture, and how the
particular people within particular places strive to achieve a social ideal of an "intimate" community. This research contributes to the sparse
range of Western popular music studies (especially regarding rock, punk, and experimental music) that approach their subject matter through
a participatory ethnographic research.
An investigation into gentrification and displacement, focusing on the case of Portland, Oregon's systematic dispersal of black residents from
its Albina neighborhood. Portland, Oregon, is one of the most beautiful, livable cities in the United States. It has walkable neighborhoods, bike
lanes, low-density housing, public transportation, and significant green space—not to mention craft-beer bars and locavore food trucks. But
liberal Portland is also the whitest city in the country. This is not circumstance; the city has a long history of officially sanctioned racialized
displacement that continues today. Over the last two and half decades, Albina—the one major Black neighborhood in Portland—has been
systematically uprooted by market-driven gentrification and city-renewal policies. African Americans in Portland were first pushed into Albina
and then contained there through exclusionary zoning, predatory lending, and racist real estate practices. Since the 1990s, they've been
aggressively displaced—by rising housing costs, developers eager to get rid of low-income residents, and overt city policies of gentrification.
Displacement and dispossessions are convulsing cities across the globe, becoming the dominant urban narratives of our time. In What a City
Is For, Matt Hern uses the case of Albina, as well as similar instances in New Orleans and Vancouver, to investigate gentrification in the
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twenty-first century. In an engaging narrative, effortlessly mixing anecdote and theory, Hern questions the notions of development, private
property, and ownership. Arguing that home ownership drives inequality, he wants us to disown ownership. How can we reimagine the city as
a post-ownership, post-sovereign space? Drawing on solidarity economics, cooperative movements, community land trusts, indigenous
conceptions of alternative sovereignty, the global commons movement, and much else, Hern suggests repudiating development in favor of an
incrementalist, non-market-driven unfolding of the city.
Maybe we've had enough of studies of gay men and urban centers, tracing out the similarities from one place to the next. Japonica BrownSaracino bucks the trend, giving us the first in-depth study of lesbians (and bisexual/queer women more generally), showing how four
contrasting communal cultures have shaped their identity. Individual lesbian residents shape the culture of sexual identity they embrace,
based at the same time on the prevailing culture in the city they inhabit. And the consequence is that the same woman will develop a different
version of lesbian identity depending on which of the four cities she moves into. Those cities are: Ithaca, New York; San Luis Obispo,
California; Greenfield, Massachusetts; and Portland, Maine. She identifies them in the book (a rare move for ethnographers), thus insuring a
coast-to-coast readership, with lots of debate. This book advances, in almost equal measure, sexuality and gender studies, theories of
identity, theories of place, and urban sociology. Each city has its own loose bundles or connections between residents, whether it's the tastebased ties in Ithaca, or the ties in San Luis Obispo that cut across demographics, or the conversations about identity that prevail in Portland,
or the emphasis Greenfield on other dimensions of the self (e.g., profession, politics, or life stage, such as motherhood). Along the way,
Brown-Saracino poses a set of questions from urban sociology about migration, residential choice, and community change processes that
students of cities rarely apply to sexual minority populations.
In less than a generation, the dominant image of American cities has transformed from one of crisis to revitalization. Poverty, violence, and
distressed schools still make headlines, but central cities and older suburbs are attracting new residents and substantial capital investment. In
most accounts, native-born empty nesters, their twentysomething children, and other educated professionals are credited as the agents of
change. Yet in the past decade, policy makers and scholars across the United States have come to understand that immigrants are driving
metropolitan revitalization at least as much and belong at the center of the story. Immigrants have repopulated central city neighborhoods and
older suburbs, reopening shuttered storefronts and boosting housing and labor markets, in every region of the United States. Immigration and
Metropolitan Revitalization in the United States is the first book to document immigrant-led revitalization, with contributions by leading
scholars across the social sciences. Offering radically new perspectives on both immigration and urban revitalization and examining how
immigrants have transformed big cities such as New York, Chicago, and Los Angeles, as well as newer destinations such as Nashville and
the suburbs of Boston and New Jersey, the volume's contributors challenge traditional notions of revitalization, often looking at working-class
communities. They explore the politics of immigration and neighborhood change, demolishing simplistic assumptions that dominate popular
debates about immigration. They also show how immigrants have remade cities and regions in Latin America, Africa, and other places from
which they come, linking urbanization in the United States and other parts of the world. Contributors: Kenneth Ginsburg, Marilynn S. Johnson,
Michael B. Katz, Gary Painter, Robert J. Sampson, Gerardo Francisco Sandoval, A.K. Sandoval-Strausz, Thomas J. Sugrue, Rachel Van
Tosh, Jacob L. Vigdor, Domenic Vitiello, Jamie Winders.
How does gentrification affect residents who stay in the neighborhood?
This book gathers a selection of refereed papers presented at the 8th International Conference on Kansei Engineering and Emotion
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Research 2020 (KEER 2020), which was held in Tokyo, Japan, 7–9 September 2020. The contributions address the latest advances in and
innovative applications of Kansei Engineering and Emotion Research and related topics. This book caters researchers and graduate students
in the field of design, art, Kansei engineering, and other engineering fields, psychology, physiology, and education.
Newcomers to older neighborhoods are usually perceived as destructive, tearing down everything that made the place special and attractive.
But as A Neighborhood That Never Changes demonstrates, many gentrifiers seek to preserve the authentic local flavor of their new homes,
rather than ruthlessly remake them. Drawing on ethnographic research in four distinct communities—the Chicago neighborhoods of
Andersonville and Argyle and the New England towns of Provincetown and Dresden—Japonica Brown-Saracino paints a colorful portrait of
how residents new and old, from wealthy gay homeowners to Portuguese fishermen, think about gentrification. The new breed of gentrifiers,
Brown-Saracino finds, exhibits an acute self-consciousness about their role in the process and works to minimize gentrification’s risks for
certain longtime residents. In an era of rapid change, they cherish the unique and fragile, whether a dilapidated house, a two-hundred-yearold landscape, or the presence of people deeply rooted in the place they live. Contesting many long-standing assumptions about
gentrification, Brown-Saracino’s absorbing study reveals the unexpected ways beliefs about authenticity, place, and change play out in the
social, political, and economic lives of very different neighborhoods.
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